Dal 1968 raccogliamo tutte le sollecitazioni provenienti dai mercati nazionali ed internazionali dei fertilizzanti ed elaboriamo con prontezza nuove soluzioni nutritive, anche personalizzate, offrendo un range di prodotti ampio e diversificato.

We have been meeting requests from the national and international fertilizer markets since 1968 and can quickly provide new nutrition systems from our broad and diverse range of products – customized solutions are also available.

NUTRIZIONE VEGETALE DAL 1968
PLANT NUTRITION SINCE 1968

ADRIATICA LAVORA IN QUESTI CONTINENTI / ADRIATICA OPERATES IN THESE CONTINENTS

| EUROPE | MIDDLE EAST - NORTH AFRICA | AFRICA | SOUTH AMERICA | ASIA | OCEANIA |
Do you know what elements your crops need?

RA.AN 13186, KAMAB 26, PHARMAMIN-M and FOSFISAN are biostimulants for grapes and other fruits which produce guaranteed, certified results thanks to their unique formulas and pure base materials, and to our fifty years of experience across various continents.